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By Martha Freeman

Simon Schuster/Paula Wiseman Books, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint
ed.. Language: English . Brand New Book. The girls from Flowerpot Cabin are back at camp in
Martha Freeman s second novel in the Secret Cookie Club series, which was called a younger
version of Ann Brashares s The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants by School Library Journal. Recipe
for Summer Drama 1 girl counselor, broken-hearted 1 boy counselor, super-cute 4 determined
campers Mix all ingredients together for eight weeks at Moonlight Ranch summer camp. For best
results, add cookies. The Secret Cookie Club members Grace, Emma, Olivia, and Lucy are excited to
be back at Moonlight Ranch summer camp with their beloved counselor, Hannah. But when a
mysterious letter arrives, Hannah is plunged into despair. Secret Cookie Club to the rescue! After
puzzling out the contents of the letter, they make a plan to fix Hannah s life--a plan that requires a
magic spell, a daring mission to the boys camp, and a big batch of campfire cookies. What could
possibly go wrong? With a dash of romance, a pinch of mystery, and a heaping tablespoon of fun,
this camp adventure is as satisfying as a warm chocolate...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Natalie Abbott-- Natalie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I
am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene Olson-- Rene Olson
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